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Turbo Air K-Series KUF9-1S-
N(600)(HC) Stainless Steel
Single Solid Door Under

Counter Freezer

$2,400.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Introducing the Turbo Air K-Series KUF9-1S-N(600)(HC) Stainless Steel Single Solid Door Under Counter Freezer – a testament to
precision refrigeration combined with enduring design. Equipped with Turbo Air's advanced Digital Temperature Control
System, this freezer guarantees exact temperature management, preserving the integrity of your stored items. Its sturdy solid
door, complemented by a left-hand side compressor and front breathing system, ensures seamless operation within limited
spaces. The integrated High-Tech Monitor provides continuous oversight, enhancing user convenience. Embracing
sustainability, it employs an HC Refrigerant and Hot Gas Condensate System. With a compact 149L capacity and an adjustable
heavy-duty wire shelf, it accommodates diverse storage requirements. The stainless steel exterior and interior, coupled with
high-density CFC-free polyurethane insulation, promise durability and energy-efficient cooling. Elevate your freezing capabilities
with the Turbo Air K-Series KUF9-1S-N(600)(HC) – where cutting-edge technology meets enduring elegance.
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Description

Introducing the Turbo Air K-Series KUF9-1S-N(600)(HC) Stainless Steel Single Solid Door Under Counter Freezer, a compact
powerhouse of freezing technology designed to optimize space and efficiency in your kitchen. Engineered with Turbo Air's
advanced Digital Temperature Control System, this freezer ensures precise temperature management, preserving your frozen
items in peak condition. The sleek stainless steel exterior and interior of this under counter freezer not only enhance durability
but also add a touch of modern sophistication to your kitchen environment. With a single solid door, the unit provides easy
access to your frozen inventory, while the left-hand side compressor and front-breathing system maximize space utilization and
seamlessly integrate into your kitchen layout. Equipped with a high-tech monitor and powered by the environmentally friendly
HC Refrigerant, this freezer offers cutting-edge monitoring and control features for efficient and reliable performance. The
innovative Hot Gas Condensate System maintains a dry interior environment, preventing moisture accumulation and ensuring
the longevity of your frozen items. Despite its compact size, the Turbo Air KUF9-1S-N(600)(HC) freezer boasts a capacity of 149
liters, providing ample space for your frozen products. The inner temperature range of -21 to -12 degrees Celsius, combined
with ventilated cooling, guarantees uniform and efficient freezing throughout the unit. The freezer comes with an adjustable,
heavy-duty, PE coated wire shelf, allowing you to customize your storage configuration to accommodate different item sizes.
The use of high-density, CFC-free polyurethane insulation underscores Turbo Air's commitment to energy efficiency and
environmental sustainability. Measuring 900x600x855mm (including castors) and weighing 61Kgs, this unit is designed for easy
placement and mobility. It operates on a 220V-240V/50Hz/1 power supply with a 10amp plug, ensuring straightforward setup.
One adjustable shelf is included, offering versatile frozen storage options tailored to your specific requirements.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Asia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Turbo Air

Model KUF9-1S-N

Warranty 3 Years on Parts and Labour

Temperature Operating Range C -21℃~-12℃

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Climate / Ambient Temperature Rating 35℃

Refrigerant R-290

External Dimensions (mm) 900 mm (W) x 600 mm (D) x 855 mm (H)

Capacity/Volume 149

Other Details Turbo Air Self Cleaning Condenser Upright Top Mount on castors

Power Usage 400W

Packaged Dimensions (mm) 970 mm (W) x 760mm (D) x 925mm (H)

Interior Lighting Yes

GEMS & MEPS Approved Yes

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $3,000.00
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